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Half of our lots back
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Located on 150 Highway just south of Lee’s Summit
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SUPERINTENDENT’S
MESSAGE
AS I REFLECT ON
THE PAST YEAR,

I am so grateful for the amazing
students and staff members who
exemplified hard work and
resilience during an unusual
chapter in the Lee’s Summit R-7
School District.
I’m also grateful to be part of
a school community that understands deeply that the sky is
the limit for our students when we invest in our local schools.
As you know, our mission in Lee’s Summit R-7 Schools is
to prepare each student for success in life. Our last Our
Schools issue of the 2020-21 school year is about just that —
the many efforts and initiatives underway in LSR7 to build
structures and programs to support student success in the
future.
Some of those efforts gained momentum because of the
innovative ideas and solutions developed this year in
response to the pandemic. Take our R-7 Online Academy,
which expanded for the first time to K-8 students this year as
we committed to giving families ﬂexibility and options
during an unprecedented year.
That commitment is here to stay. Turn to page 4 to read
more about our plans to expand our R-7 Online Academy
offerings, and provide our students more choices when it
comes to determining what learning environment serves
them best.
On page 8, we keep you updated on plans for another
transformative learning environment planned for our
students: our 2022-23 shift to a grades 6-8 middle school
model.
Drive by SE Bailey Road and SE Ranson Road and you’ll
see significant vertical construction at the site of our new
fourth middle school, which is part of our 2020 no tax rate
increase bond issue projects. But collaborative teams are also
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Mrs. Kaitlyn Hookie, sixth grade R-7 Online Academy teacher,
and one of her students from this past school year, Emily
Honour, demonstrate the transformative power of R-7 Online
Academy. Visit page 4 to read their stories and learn more
about us expanding R-7 Online Academy across the state.

hard at work at other aspects of our transition, such as
curriculum and boundaries.
Of course, progress continues for all our exciting bond
projects. It was such a pleasure to be able to celebrate the
transformative work occurring at our original high school,
Lee’s Summit High School, with staff, students and
community members in attendance. We give you updates on
progress made on three of our bond projects on page 6.
Finally, turn to our recurring interview feature, In My
Words, on pages 2 and 3 to hear from recent Summit Lakes
Middle School student Jaelyn Roberson and Purchasing &
Distribution Services Coordinator Christa Battaglia. Jaelyn
shares her experience succeeding and remaining positive
during a challenging time, and Ms. Battaglia highlights her
team’s hard work saving taxpayer dollars and keeping our
operations supplied.
Thank you, LSR7, for the support, cooperation, patience,
innovation and positivity that you brought to our school
district this year. Have a restful, safe and happy summer and
we’ll see you soon.

With much appreciation,
DAVID BUCK, Ed. D
SUPERINTENDENT

Website
www.lsr7.org
Social Media
LSR7Schools
leessummitr7
@LSR7
Lee’s Summit R-7 School District
App
Search Lee’s Summit R-7 in
Apple and Google Play stores
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IN MY WORDS - STUDENT

JAELYN ROBERSON
Throughout going through
hybrid and going through fulltime, I understood it was hard for
people because it’s sometimes hard for
me to adjust to stressful situations. I
wrote cards for some of my teachers
and friends because I wanted them to
understand they are loved.

I think resilience is really
important. I see my teachers figuring
out new ways to teach us through
COVID-19, or we shift our learning so
we understand. I’ve seen my mom
doing her dissertation. I see problems
that are coming up in the world that
we’re trying to solve, and I think it’s
really good and important to show that
in schools.

The value of the Lee’s
Summit education is they work
hard to make sure every student
understands, by putting it in different
ways, different mindsets, until you
understand as a student or as a parent
that there are ways to solve problems;
there are ways to learn; there are ways
to be resilient.

Jaelyn Roberson, who just finished eighth grade at Summit Lakes Middle
School, was involved in a variety of extracurricular activities, including
theater, Summit Lakes Singers and the cheer squad. She received
recognition as a SLMS Student of the Month.

I really liked Summit Lakes
Middle School because it had

Cheer squad was a lot
different. We had to wear masks

different opportunities for each student.

while we were shouting and rooting for
our team. We weren’t able to do stunts,
which was a big letdown because cheer
is based off of stunts, but we found
ways where we could be together for 15
minutes and make these big pep rallies
so our team understood we cared.

This year there was “Roald
Dahl’s Matilda The Musical Jr.” and I
played a little kid. Last year was
“Disney’s Frozen Jr.” and I was young
Anna. It seemed like a really fun
experience to meet new people and
explore your voice.
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I want to be a forensic
scientist, which is basically they find
fingerprints at crime scenes and they
hope to solve a mystery. You always
want to find a way to solve that and
give the person comfort so they know
what happened.

In the Lee’s Summit School
District, they’re very supportive. One
time I got a 100% on my math test and
my teacher congratulated me and said
“You did great. You worked hard, and
your hard work paid off.” That made
me feel completely happy.

IN MY WORDS - STAFF

CHRISTA BATTAGLIA
I really feel like I found my
forever job. The atmosphere, the people
I work with, our mission, supporting
students and helping them be successful.
We’re pretty far removed from the front of
working with students, but we never lose
sight of the fact we are here supporting
them in a way.

We get our hands on a lot of
things through the purchasing
ofﬁce. We have inventory that we keep
here for the district, and we are tasked with
sourcing those items and stocking them.

Our distribution center is
responsible for maintaining $2.5
million worth of our entire inventory,
everything from crayons to pizza.

We are good stewards of
taxpayer dollars. Everyone in our
district pays taxes, and we take that very
seriously. We like to get the best value for
the dollars we spend, and we feel that is a
very important role to play in saving time
and money and providing good service to
those who are supporting our students
directly.

Prior to COVID-19, we stocked a
limited number of health supplies. We had
to try to hit the ground running, and we
worked with our risk manager, lead nurse
and the leadership team on what it was
going to take to safely get students and staff
back in the buildings.
That was mission-critical for us:
get health supplies in the door, no matter
how and be creative about it.

I am very excited about the no
tax rate increase bond issue. We are
responsible in our department for taking
out all of the surplus furniture and fixtures
and equipment and repurposing it
somewhere else in the district if we can.

Ms. Christa Battaglia, Purchasing & Distribution Services Coordinator,
has worked in LSR7 for eight years.

I’ve been working on standardizing
some of our classroom furniture. When
we’re ready to do Lee’s Summit High
School and the new middle school, we’ll
have a list of standardized chairs, desks and
so forth.
No two students learn alike, and
their furniture and comfort play a big part
in that. We’ve brought in representatives
from the district to ask, “What do you think
would be the most important thing for your
students to have in your classroom?” We’ve
also sought out feedback from students.

Distribution services also gets
involved in community events by
providing labor, tables, chairs and staging,
and we do that through Oktoberfest,
Mayor’s Christmas Tree Lighting
Ceremony, PTA events, candle lighting,
testing at our schools and we move mats
back and forth for wrestling tournaments.
There’s a lot other than just delivering
inventory.
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R-7 ONLINE ACADE MY
E XPANDS ACROSS MISSOURI
Investing in R-7 Online Academy turns a pandemic problem into
statewide access to high-quality education.
Visit LSR7.org/OA to learn more about R-7 Online Academy and to enroll.

The COVID-19 challenges to education nationwide provided
momentum in the Lee’s Summit R-7 School District to invest in
online education and engage elementary students across
Missouri.

EXPANDING OPPORTUNITIES
As the pandemic disrupted traditional education, LSR7 took
quick and proactive steps to expand its established online
education structure: R-7’s secondary Online Academy program
for middle and high school students.
The district committed to meeting our school community’s
online learning needs. It significantly expanded courses for
students who chose R-7 Online Academy during the pandemic,
and several of the new options are now permanent. LSR7 also
debuted the R-7 Online Academy for K-8 students for the first
time.
The district’s commitment to K-12 online learning
opportunities is here to stay.
Starting next year the R-7 Online Academy will be available
to more than just LSR7 students. Our programs will be
accessible to elementary students statewide through the
Missouri Course Access and Virtual School Program (MOCAP).
LSR7’s appeal throughout the state is a testament to the
district’s high-quality teachers and the curriculum they
develop, says Director of Instructional Technology Kyle Pace.
“We’ve had teachers that have been with us from the
beginning still teaching those online classes, which tells me that
they do take a lot of pride and ownership,” Mr. Pace said.

BENEFITING FROM FORESIGHT

Emily Honour says the R-7 Online Academy student develops independence.
Pets like Cayenne are part of the R-7 Online Academy experience.
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LSR7’s education structure enabled the district to meet the
pandemic’s extraordinary demands.
Before coronavirus and social distancing became buzz words,
LSR7 started the secondary R-7 Online Academy in 2008,
provided Chromebooks to K-12 students in 2015 and launched
the Schoology online learning management system in 2016.
These structural advantages empowered Mrs. Kaitlyn
Hookie, sixth grade R-7 Online Academy teacher, to transform
her education career this year. An early adopter of blended
learning, Mrs. Hookie chose to use the internet to enhance
learning before COVID-19 required it.
“In class we were able to have these incredibly deep

Mrs. Kaitlyn Hookie says teaching online has transformed her approach to teaching.

discussions that made it resonate with
them so much more than what I had ever
done before,” she says. “Once I started to
see that part of technology was opening
doors in a way that I never had in the
past six years, I really started to see how
much I could push myself.”
She’s engaging R-7 Online Academy
students in class while bridging the
digital gap.
“It has been amazing to me that
something I never would have seen
happening in my entire career
completely transformed my way of
teaching,” Mrs. Hookie says.

PROVIDING A ROBUST,
WELL-ROUNDED LEARNING
EXPERIENCE
Compared to the traditional
classroom’s limits, R-7 Online Academy
provides more opportunities for either
working ahead or taking time with a new
concept, according to Emily Honour, one
of Mrs. Hookie’s former students.
“I think one of the reasons that I have
thrived in R-7 Online Academy is it’s a
lot more independent, which I know
doesn’t work for everyone,” says Emily,
who finished sixth grade this past year.
In addition to academic growth, R-7
Online Academy has connected her to
old friends and new faces, she says.
R-7 Online Academy is in the fabric of
family life, says Emily’s mother.
“She comes away from her screen and
away from her meeting and we talk
about the Civil War project she’s working

on or the book that they’re reading, and
it’s made us closer together,” Ms. Mary
Honour says.

INVESTING IN R-7 ONLINE
ACADEMY
Starting July 2021, R-7 Online
Academy directors in dedicated job roles
will oversee the expanding secondary
and elementary programs.
Director of Elementary Online Dr. Joy
Brigman distinguishes the difference
between virtual learning and R-7 Online
Academy.
“Virtual learning is what happened
when our in-person students had to go
home to learn. They quickly had to pivot
and adjust to a variant schedule. R-7
Online Academy provides students with
a consistent learning modality. Lessons
and expectations are predictable. There is
ﬂexibility without compromising the
daily schedule,” she says.
“R-7 Online Academy is almost like
Elementary #19. We operate as our own
school and provide students an
accessible and alternative avenue for
achieving academic success.”
Maintaining teacher-family
communication and having a “grownup
at home” are keys to success, says Dr.
Brigman. This support system values
parent engagement and strengthens the
school-home partnership.
R-7 Online Academy provides a
ﬂexible learning environment.
“If a student is going to be traveling or
spending a week with a grandparent,

they can still continue to learn,” she says.
“Just because they’re not in their usual
location doesn’t mean they can’t still join
the class and stay connected and
continue learning.”
The elementary level will have 14
dedicated K-6 teachers, a dedicated team
for art/music/PE, dedicated special
education teachers and coordinators, and
a dedicated counselor.
Directory of Secondary Online Tim
Collins says the secondary R-7 Online
Academy’s identity will include
connectedness, high expectations for
academic achievement and schedule
ﬂexibility. Instruction will reﬂect best
practices from in-person and online
education.
“There’s a time for lecturing. There’s a
time for sit-and-get, but we found that
doesn’t work for several students in the
current generation,” Mr. Collins says.
“We have to be adaptable.”

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
LSR7’s investment in online learning
aims to support the needs of learners
who thrive in an online environment,
while offering ﬂexibility, independence
and access to top teachers in the state.
That goal will carry throughout the
program for years to come.
“I don’t want people to think about the
pandemic when they’re thinking of the
R-7 Online Academy. I want them to
think about a highly functioning school,”
says Mr. Collins. “I want them to think of
a place where students come out of it
prepared and ready to go for their lives.”
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LSR7 BUILD

One year after 82.2% of voters approved LSR7’s $224
million no tax rate increase bond issue, the investments
are taking shape.
The bond projects include renovations and new
construction for Lee’s Summit High School and Mason
Elementary, a new fourth middle school, renovations

across the three existing middle schools, high school
activity improvements, a second early education center
and additional safety and security upgrades.
Check out progress on three of these projects.
Visit LSR7.org/bond for more information.

Lee’s Summit High School administrators participate in the shovel ceremony at the Lee’s Summit High School groundbreaking ceremony. The project
includes significant renovations and new construction to support students and staff.

LEE’S SUMMIT HIGH SCHOOL
OVERVIEW:
Scheduled to finish in 2023, the project includes
renovations to instructional and public spaces and 60,000
square feet of new construction. Among the plans are
demolishing nearly 70-year-old classrooms, creating a
new southern façade, adding a new, centralized media
center, building an outdoor “greenway” with learning

spaces, adding a new central corridor, installing energyefficient mechanical and electrical systems and building
new industrial technology labs.

SPRING UPDATE:
Renovation progress included demolition for Phase 1
and setting metal frames and studs. New construction
work included site clearing, mass excavation and
underground plumbing.
Visit LSR7.org/bond-LSHS for more information.
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DS FUTURE
MIDDLE SCHOOL #4
OVERVIEW:
Scheduled to open for the 2022-23
school year when sixth grade
transitions to middle school, the
new 180,000 square-foot school at
1001 SE Bailey Road will serve 1,200
students. Its future-ready design
encourages collaboration and
learning ﬂexibility.

SPRING UPDATE:
Milestones include exterior
sheeting in Area A, interior and
exterior framing in Area B, and the
block wall between Areas C & D.
The synthetic turf on the baseball
and softball fields started, and the
retaining wall at the football field is
almost complete.
Featuring a future-ready design and collaborative learning spaces, the new middle school will
open for the 2022-23 school year.

MASON ELEMENTARY

Visit LSR7.org/bond-MS
for more information.

The Mason Elementary project increases capacity, improves safety, adds future-ready
classrooms and builds a new entryway and media center.

OVERVIEW:

SPRING UPDATE:

Scheduled to finish this winter, the project adds more
than 20,000 square footage to the building. Investments
include a new entryway, media center, expanded parking
lot, office suite, collaborative learning spaces and
renovated, future-ready classrooms.

Progress included installing the roof, finishing interior
framing, hanging drywall, starting site concrete and
renovations to paint, ceilings and casework.

Visit LSR7.org/bond-Mason for more information.
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Greenwood Principal Rachel Johnson
and R-7 Online Academy teacher Kaitlyn
Hookie participate in an April Boundary
study team meeting.

REIMAGINING THE LSR7 MIDDLE
SCHOOL E XPE RIE NCE

THE DISTRICT IS PREPARING FOR OUR 2022-23
TR ANSITION TO A GR ADES 6 -8 MIDDLE SCHOOL MODEL.

T

hanks to the support of LSR7
voters, the district is
currently constructing a new
fourth middle school on SE
Bailey Road that is scheduled
to open in the 2022-23 school year. The
project is part of our 2020 no tax rate
increase bond issue — and our
commitment to building #futureready
learning environments that support
academic excellence and innovation.
The new middle school also supports
the district’s upcoming 2022-23
transition to a grades 6-8 middle school
model.
While construction continues on our
new building, several important
processes will determine how our sixth
grade to middle school transition
impacts our students, parents and staff.
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MIDDLE SCHOOL
PROGRAMMING:
A middle school “programming”
team made up of LSR7 staff
members formed in February 2021
to develop a new 6-8 middle school
curriculum that best prepares
students for high school. That team
is slated to present their work to the
Board of Education this summer.

MIDDLE SCHOOL
BOUNDARIES:
Starting in 2022, our elementary
students will transition to four
middle schools starting in sixth
grade. A Boundary Study team
made up of parents, staff and
community members determined
through an application process
convened in April to begin studying

enrollment, growth and district
demographics to determine who
will attend the new middle school.
This process, which will include
multiple public engagement
opportunities, is expected to
continue through October 2021.

MIDDLE SCHOOL
PERSONNEL:
Because student enrollment informs
personnel decisions, hiring decisions
for the new middle school will follow
the conclusion of our Boundary Study
work in October 2021.
For more information about
our middle school transition,
visit our LSR7 Middle School
transition website at
LSR7.org/middle -school-transition.

Your customers are online,
why can’t they find you?

NPG DIGITAL will help your future customers
find you online, quickly and easily.

About Us

Services Offered

My name is Ethan Kelly and I have
been helping local businesses gain
customers through digital marketing for
quite some time. At NPG Digital we do
not sell services to local businesses,
we cultivate winning strategies to reach
business goals. From launching a
website, to managing video campaigns
we have services
for everything
you can imagine!
More importantly,
we drive proven
results with
analytics to help
ensure a return
on investment.

• Social Media Marketing
• Web Design
• Programmatic (targeted)
Ad Campaigns
• Video Marketing
• Location Based Marketing
(Geo-Fencing)
• Search Engine Optimization
• Search Engine Marketing
• Custom Plans and Proposals for
every Business

Get Your Free
Business
Analysis
Today!
(816) 813-3799 or
ethan.kelly@npgco.com
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75147469

ENHANCE YOUR
CLASSROOM
OR SCHOOL

CURRICULUM
AND INSTRUCTION
D O CT O R AT E
COMPLETE AN Ed.D.
ONLINE IN THREE
YEARS WHILE YOU
CONTINUE TO TEACH.

910B NW Blue Parkway • Lee’s Summit, MO 64086

(816) 246-2900

online.k-state.edu/campaign/
curriculum-instruction/

75146928

TROPICALSMOOTHIECAFE.COM
28,000+ Reviews

The

SMARTEST
N
O
I
T
I
AtoDyoD
ur kids’ summer!

75146927

CO H O RT S S TA RT E AC H S U M M E R,
BUT YOU CAN JOIN US ANYTIME.

PRE-K

THROUGH

HIGH SCHOOL

VIRTUAL
CLASSES
available

4.9 Star Rating

WITH THE AWARD-WINNING
AND HIGHLY RATED
CENTRAL BANK MOBILE APP,
YOU CAN DO MOST ALL OF YOUR
BANKING ON THE GO, ANYTIME!

Set your kids up for success this fall and beyond
with the Kumon Math & Reading Program!
Your kids will:
JUMP-START
THEIR LEARNING

KEEP ON
ADVANCING

BUILD THEIR
LIFE SKILLS

Kids start with some
review to fill any gaps in
their learning, ensuring a
strong foundation of math,
reading and writing skills.

With Kumon as part of their
daily routine, your kids will
be ready to hit the ground
running when school starts
this fall!

Kumon is more than
just book smarts. Kids
develop confidence and
independence, and learn
how to think critically.

START A BETTER
BANKING EXPERIENCE
WITH TECHNOLOGY
YOU DESERVE

ENROLL NOW & save up to $50! *
Kumon Math and Reading Center of Lee’s Summit
604 NE 291 Highway
Lee’s Summit, MO 64086
leessummit@ikumon.com | 816-554-3440
*Enroll between 6/1/21 and 7/15/21 to waive the Registration Fee of up to $50. See Center for applicable terms and conditions.
© 2021 Kumon North America, Inc. All rights reserved.

75146975
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4th BEST BANK IN AMERICA

609 NE 291 HWY | 816-525-5300
639 NE Woods Chapel | 816-525-2700
1305 SW Arborwalk Blvd. | 816-224-7255
75144732

www.LSCARES.org
www.LSCares@rediscovermh.org
75146750

75146976

75146951
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100 NE Tudor Rd #111 Lee’s summit, mo
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75147006
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BECOME A
TEACHER.
Initial Teacher Certification turns your bachelor’s
degree into a teaching career.
•
•
•
•

Student teach or intern within one year
Certification in just 18 months
Choose from 17 certification areas (K-12)
Become certified to teach in Missouri &
Kansas

CLASSES START EVERY MONTH. VISIT AVILA.EDU/TEACHER
75146485
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BECOME A
TEACHER
LEADER.
This is the MA.Ed program uniquely designed to
impact the classroom experience.
•
•
•
•
•

Curriculum & Instruction concentration
100% online
Streamlined eight-week terms
No GRE or Admission test
Lower tuition cost

IF YOUR BACHELOR’S
DEGREE DIDN’T LEAD
TO THE CAREER YOU
ALWAYS ENVISIONED...

EARN A MASTER’S DEGREE
AND COMPLETE TEACHING
LICENSE REQUIREMENTS
ONLINE IN 12 MONTHS.
A P P LY B Y A P R I L 1 , 2 0 2 2 F O R T H E M AY 2 0 2 2 C O H O R T

online.k-state.edu/campaign/master-of-arts-teaching/

MASTER OF ARTS
IN TEACHING

75146932

75146924

AS IT HAPPENS

WE ALSO
BUILD MINDS.
At McCownGordon, we know the true value of a school
isn’t the number of students who study inside. It’s the
diversity of ideas that come out.

mccowngordon.com
75146995
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BE BOLD
BE COURAGEOUS
BE YOUR BEST

TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT CALL 816.246.4302
OPEN FROM 8AM - 7PM
Saint Luke’s East–Hospital Campus

120 NE Saint Luke’s Boulevard, Suite 200
Lee’s Summit, Missouri 64086
75140968

